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MARTIN KEANE - ARTIST BACKGROUND 

My journey with the technique of “hand-raising” began in the 2nd year of my Applied Arts Bachelor 

of Arts (BA) Degree at Middlesex University where we did a two week metal-raising course. I 

immediately felt a deep connection with this way of working with metal that stretches back 

centuries and indeed millennia. One of the main attractions for me as a silversmith is the link to age-

old 'hands on' techniques where the relationship between maker and object is immediate and 

intimate. I can appreciate pieces made using modern technologies but for my practice the visceral 

enjoyment of mastering and pushing techniques stretching back many centuries is key. As important 

to me though is my desire to apply these skills to create designs/pieces that are 

"innovative"/ground-breaking and modern. 

I went on to make 3 raised pieces for my degree show gaining a First Class Honours for my BA. 

 

 

“Ikebana Vase”, Pewter, Steel, 2009. 

 

“Raised Copper Vessel”, Patinated Copper, 2009. 

 



 

“Bullet Vase”, Sterling Silver, 2009. 

 

I was fortunate enough to win the Contemporary British Silversmiths’ “Design in Silver Award” at the 

New Designers Degree Show in 2009 which enabled me to make a fabricated piece under the 

guidance of master silversmith Howard Fenn. 

 

 

  

“Yin Yang Carafe”, Sterling Silver, 2010. 

 

At the time I was on a post-graduate course at Bishopsland Educational Trust where I focussed on 

developing the other technical skills needed to become an all-round silversmith such as fabrication. 

After leaving Bishopsland I rented a bench at Howard Fenn’s workshop where I continued to watch 

and learn the thorough and proper way to approach technical challenges and grow as a maker. One 

thing to remember when starting out is to be brave and not be afraid to make mistakes as inevitably 

the only way to learn is to gain experience, whether it be good or bad. If something does not go 

according to plan and you are able to learn from it this should not be seen as a failure but a valuable 



learning opportunity. Perseverance and determination are key to pushing through these difficult and 

challenging early stages.  One of the things I enjoy about what I do is that I am still learning every 

day, opening up further future opportunities with every hard earnt lesson/revelation.  

Although I love the possibilities and process of soldering and fabrication, my true calling is that of a 

“hammerman” where I have a real passion for the ability of raising to exploit the truly fluid nature of 

metal and create highly organic forms, albeit with huge investment of time and energy. An example 

of this is my “Anthropomorphic Vessel” which gained me the Silver Award in Senior Silversmith Craft 

Section of the Goldsmiths` Craft and Design Council Awards 2011. 

 

 

“Anthropomorphic Vessel No.1”, Fine Silver, 2010. 

 

My goal after this was to really explore and master raising techniques and apply my own design 

vision creating pure sculptural forms. The biggest challenge within raising is to achieve perfect 

symmetry in a form which at first may seem simple but having compound curves means the slightest 

adjustment in one plane can completely throw the line/feel of the form in another. My pieces also 

have a certain “muscularity” where sinuous lines flow and merge allowing me to give “body” to 

certain areas of the piece and create a considered balanced form, but is very difficult to realise due 

to the subtle yet complex undulating nature of the form. I consider the highly labour-intensive 

process of raising a vehicle to create “living” pieces which might at first sound odd but I believe the 

process of hundreds of hours of hammering is a direct transference of energy from myself into the 

piece and fills it with a vitality and feel one can only achieve through this way of working. I do not 

think it a coincidence that the moniker of “hand-raising” for the technique has connotations of 

nurturing something from birth and growing something through an intimate process. 

  

LINEAGE/DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF  “GIN NO NAGARE (FLOWING SILVER)” CARAFE 

The work is entitled "Gin No Nagare Carafe No.2", which in Japanese means "Flowing Silver". My 

Mother is Japanese and used to work in a renowned Japanese antiques shop near the British 

Museum when I was a child, where I spent all of my time during school holidays in the shop with her. 

I believe that even at this young age being surrounded by incredible artworks ranging from prints, 

netsuke, ceramics and of course beautiful metalwork of all types greatly informed my sensibilities 

towards sublime craftsmanship. This early exposure to incredible feats of skill using elemental 



techniques stretching back through time deeply influenced my own unconditional committed 

approach to my personal making practice. So, this is the connection to the title and a nod to this 

early exposure. The piece is the second in a series, the first (pictured below) winning the Gold Award 

in the Senior Silversmith 3D Finished Pieces Design Section of the Goldsmiths` Craft and Design 

Council Awards 2019 and the Silver Award in the Senior Silversmith Craft Section of the same year.  

 

Every new piece that I design is an 

embodiment of the ever-accumulating 

technical skills I learn in my practise 

which in turn goes on to inform and 

inspire my subsequent design work, 

giving me the confidence to push my 

technique and in turn my design 

possibilities. 

My design process will start with quickly 

drawn profile drawings to sketch out the 

basic proportions and feel of the design. I 

had an interest in graffiti when I was 

young and actually this gave me a great 

training and appreciation of how to 

create dynamic and balanced 2D forms. 

Particularly with “throw up” letters 

which are highly stylised forms of block 

letters that can be reduced to simple 

forms but also need to be perfectly 

proportioned to look right. From this 

graphical starting point I will start to 

model in modelling foam, as an actual 3D 

model is the only way to explore and 

develop the form from a simple drawing 

into a 3D shape that works from all 

angles. Again, a certain muscularity is introduced at this stage which gives the piece “body” and a 

necessary weight and volume in required areas. This is all done by eye and feel and the form 

naturally evolves as it is sculpted. As you can see in the following images of the model particularly in 

the ‘rear view’ that the model is being used in an exploratory way where if you imagine a vertical 

line running down the centre of the piece the two halves are not quite symmetrical. The model gives 

me the opportunity to experiment with the form and gives me essentially two opportunities to 

achieve the feeling I am after. I judged the left-hand side (as we look at it) where the base is very 

subtly fuller to be the more balanced so took all my measurements from this. In the actual forming 

of the piece I then mirrored the form from this side to the other. The finished actual piece had some 

minor alterations/improvements from the model in certain areas but I will expand on this in a latter 

section of the report. You can see in the image where the model is compared to my “Gin No Nagare 

No.1 Carafe” form, the development and pushing of both the form and the technical understanding 

to achieve it. The main technical challenge is the taking over of the metal on the back portion of the 

design creating a more pronounced sweeping/flowing feel to the piece. This was a significant step up 

in technical prowess as there are many hidden pitfalls attempting something like this, and could only 



be attempted and successfully achieved with the knowledge I had gained from making the first in 

the series. The Goldsmiths’ Company were very supportive and encouraging, appreciating this 

embodiment of progression in my proposed design and commissioned me to make the vision a 

reality! 

 

 

 

Side view.                                                                                   Rear view. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         Comparison of No.1 and No.2 forms. 



A BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE RAISING TECHNIQUE 

For those of you with no prior experience or knowledge of raising I should give a brief explanation of 

the technique and the difference between the usual types of silver we use.  

 

Simplistically the raising process is the bringing up and forming of metal using hammers over 

rounded stakes. This enables the maker to lay the metal down in on itself and bring up a form from a 

flat disc to create anything from simple forms such as a classic vase shape to highly complex 

convoluted organic forms of which my piece is an example. Here is a selection of some of the tools 

needed for the raising process including a basic raising stake and more specialised stakes such as a 

horse stake which gives me deeper access and with which I can drop in small forming stakes to suit 

my needs. I will refer to and expand upon them later in this report. 

 

 

 

Basic raising stake (bringing up sides of piece).                                   Domed stake (forming base). 

 

 

Horse stake with forming head.                              Handmade stake with customised profile. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Raising hammer (modified/rounded edges).  Some of the hammers and mallets used.                                      

 

 Here is a video of me laying down the metal on a small portion of the piece where you can see the 

technique at work. To view videos place cursor on link and press Ctrl and left click mouse. 

        

https://youtu.be/p9zNxUUzByw  

 

You can see rather like laying a brick wall how I work horizontally around the circumference of the 

piece from the base upwards. This systematic laying down of the metal in layers brings the metal in 

on itself and changes the angle of the sides of the area worked in turn effectively “raising” up the 

form as desired. Here is an image which shows clearly the difference between the newly stuck area 

and the more flared previously worked portion. 

 

https://youtu.be/p9zNxUUzByw


This also has the effect of condensing/thickening the metal so that forms raised from flat sheet have 

a density and feel like no other process can achieve. The following is an image that shows how much 

the gauge of the metal thickens through the process. I started with 1.2mm sheet and here we see 

the metal at about 2.2 to 2.3mm after the form has been raised. 

 

 

 

 

I think this a good point to give a quick explanation of the main types of silver we use and their 

differences both in composition and treatment – 

Sterling silver is an alloy made up of 92.5% silver and usually 7.5% copper. This creates a harder alloy 

as on a molecular level the copper particles ‘fill in’ the gaps of the silver particles making a more rigid 

structure within the composition of the metal, in turn making it harder. This is suitable for fabricated 

pieces and pieces that will be handled and used regularly such as tableware. The disadvantage is that 

it is more brittle and not suitable for extreme raised forms as it is harder to move and more 

importantly does not stand up well to being annealed and hammered over many courses of raising. 

Simple raised forms are achievable but this is not suitable for shapes as complex as those in my “Gin 

No Nagare” series of works. 

Britannia silver which is 95.8% pure silver is what I used for my “Gin No Nagare No.2” piece and is a 

very good compromise between hardness and malleability so gives me the opportunity to move the 

metal whilst still giving me an alloy that is robust enough to be handled and used.  

Fine silver being 99.9% silver is an absolutely beautiful metal to work with having an amazing lustre 

to it but it is very soft, which means it can be moved and sculpted to a high degree but has the 

disadvantage of being easily marked and dented. This though can be countered by using a thicker 

gauge of metal if appropriate to the design/outcome of the piece. This suitability to achieve highly 

sculptural pieces can be seen in my “Anthropomorphic Vessel” (Pictured above) 



Annealing  

The various types of silver require different treatment especially during the annealing process. Once 

the metal has been hammered the molecules are compressed resulting in “work hardening” of the 

metal. Annealing or heating the metal opens up and restructures the crystals allowing the metal to 

be reworked again and so forth. This process can be repeated multiple times but great care has to be 

taken to anneal a piece enough so that it is soft enough to work freely without causing stresses 

when hammered; and not over annealed particularly in silver alloys (Sterling and Britannia) where 

the alloy can become denatured and brittle. Another slight drawback of an alloy is that on regular 

multiple heatings the foreign metal content (ie. copper) will rise to and appear on the surface and be 

seen as darker stains, and is indeed referred to as “fire stain”. This not only having a colour 

difference but also a slightly different texture, but this can be removed in the finishing processes 

with a combination of stoning, papering and polishing out. 

Sterling silver anneals between 600 - 650 degrees Celsius and radiates a dark red (not orange) colour 

at this temperature.  

Britannia anneals at about 650 degrees. 

Fine silver anneals between as low as 200 - 300 degrees. To judge this by eye when annealing the 

surface of the metal will begin to blush with a fine white lustre on its surface when at the optimum 

temperature.  

These different grades of silver can all be quenched to further soften the metal after heating but this 

must be done at the correct temperature or the results can be counter-productive. I personally 

prefer to let my pieces air cool as when heated to the right temperature I can achieve the desired 

amount of ductility to work with without quenching. Please note that the information above is 

pertinent only to silver alloys as other metals such as gold and its associated alloys behave in very 

different ways. 

I have included a video of my annealing the piece. As I made the piece predominately during the 

Winter months I was able to go into the workshop in the early morning and have a fully darkened 

room where I could really see the colour of the metal. This is a big advantage as any outside light 

source shining on the piece can hide the true colour radiating from it. You can see me using a strong 

flame to get the piece up to temperature constantly turning the piece on the hearth to get an even 

distribution of heat across the form. At this point I was working the upper portion of the piece so 

focus on that area with the flame. You can see me taking the flame away from the piece briefly 

several times from about the 1m.20s mark onwards to check the colour and once I think I have 

brought the piece up to temperature I reduce the amount of air in the flame resulting in a bushier 

softer flame in which I “bathe” the piece keeping it at the right temperature for another minute or 

so. Notice that I am only heating the inside well of the vessel at the early stages to get it up to 

temperature, being careful as the piece can heat up very quickly and over-heating of the metal can 

result with unwanted consequences. 

 

https://youtu.be/JvYfvXPCFYY  

 

This is a massive subject within itself and if you would like more in depth information I suggest a very 

good book by Mark Grimwade, “Introduction to Precious Metals”, (pages 87 – 93). 

https://youtu.be/JvYfvXPCFYY


STEP BY STEP SUMMARY OF THE KEY TECHNICAL POINTS OF THE RAISING AND FORMING PROCESS 

OF THE PIECE. 

As I had recently moved workshops there was a lot of preparatory work needed before I could begin 

work in earnest. I had been used to using the myriad tools necessary at Howard`s workshop where I 

had become familiar with the hammers and stakes there but no longer had access to these. One 

important skill though is to learn how to be able to adapt and utilise what you have. The onus is on 

the maker to develop their skills so that tools that are not necessarily “ideal” for the job can be used 

effectively…there is no such thing as the “perfect” stake. This I saw as an opportunity to start from 

scratch and begin to amass a kit of self-made tools that fit my needs and is an ongoing process. For 

instance, I will be making myself a new raising hammer from cylindrical mild steel billet that fits my 

preferred style of working. I find the square top edge of traditional raising hammers too sharp, often 

in turn creating sharp indentations in the metal which I do not like. I prefer a broad rounded edge 

hammer with a large striking surface and a good weight to it. The point being everybody is different 

and you should not be scared to try different approaches in order to find what works for you. 

I hold the hammer with a loose grip utilising the weight of the hammer to do the work, it is all about 

the quality of strike. I did a Japanese sword martial art for many years and great importance is put 

on the subtleties of how the sword is held, referred to “Te-No-Uchi”; this gave me a very good 

training in how to let the sword flow naturally without tension and overt force and this is very 

applicable when using a hammer. This also helps with minimising fatigue and causing physical 

problems such as repetitive strain injury. Once you develop your own rhythm and tune into this the 

process flows naturally and can be a very zen experience where hammering becomes second nature, 

clearing the mind of extraneous external thoughts and is actually very relaxing and grounding. 

Then as the height grows I turn to a horse stake where differently shaped customisable heads can be 

inserted. I like to use plastic inserts as I can easily form them with files to fit my needs as the radius 

particularly in the neck area becomes tighter. In the following images you can see how I modified the 

horse stake thinning it down to give me more ease of access into the piece. You can also see the 

plastic insert (before forming) that can be quickly modified as needed throughout the development 

of the form.   

 

 

 

With the type of forms that I make that require the metal to be moved in an extreme way with many 

courses of annealing and forming/hammering the greatest of care must be taken to manage and 

look after the metal right from the outset. This piece required around 40 rounds of heating and 

raising to achieve the form so as mentioned before great care must be taken to anneal the piece  



 

properly every time to reduce stresses and fatigue within the metal. I reiterate the importance of 

making sure the piece is not under annealed as this can easily create fractures and tears when you 

are moving the metal. Inevitably though, due to the process of condensing the metal in on itself 

there will be micro stress lines created in the surface of the metal, these have to be addressed from 

the earliest point as they will develop into serious issues later on. This is perhaps not so critical when 

producing a simple shape but with something like this form great diligence is required concerning 

this. So, between each raising/annealing process I must carefully inspect the metal for any foreign 

inclusions or areas of stress and paper these out. This takes a massive amount of time and 

painstaking effort and is to be honest incredibly tedious, but is very necessary to maintain the 

integrity of the metal for the lengthy duration of the work.  

Here are some images of the typical amount of small areas circled in pen that I need to attend to 

between each course of raising where micro stress fractures are starting to appear. They are not 

very visible in the images as they are subtle and just on the very surface at this stage but will open 

up and get deeper if they are not addressed promptly. 

 

 

 

 

 

I would say the actual hammering process takes up only about a quarter of my working time and the 

rest the proper management of the metal as well as other factors. 

The very first process when you have your flat silver disc is to remove the burr on the edge that is 

created when the disc has been cut at the factory. This needs to be done as any irregularities in the 

edge will turn into weaknesses in the metal that could lead to splits/cracks. If you imagine the raising 

process as the circumference of the disc being reduced further and further this will obviously create 

tensions in the metal and any unaddressed sharp edges or irregularities can in time lead to the metal 

splitting.  

 



 

Burred edge.                                                             Cleaned up. 

 

The difficulty with a piece like this is having a point of reference that remains constant. This is 

essential so that we are able to build the shape in a true and consistent manner so to this end we 

need to find the centre point of the disc and centre punch this lightly. This mark will be left and seen 

on the finished piece, albeit on the very base, but it is an “honest” mark and an intrinsic part of the 

creative process so think of it akin to the belly button of the piece! From this centre point I can draw 

more reference points, so put in lines denoting the true vertical and horizontal. I physically mark 

these on the edges of the disc using an indentation with a rounded file, again rounded because a ‘V’ 

shaped marker will want to weaken and split when worked. This will give me points I can join with 

pencil to make sure I am raising the piece up in the true x and y axes/planes. Pencil works well as 

even after annealing the line is usually still visible and can be repeatedly redrawn giving me the 

constant reference I need. 

 

 

In this 

image we 

have the 

disc 

deburred 

and our 

reference 

points 

added. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The diameter of the britannia disc is 370mm and is 1.2mm in thickness. 



 

Flat disc. 

Now, after annealing the disc for the first time the blocking process can begin where you are 

creating an initial dishing of the metal so that you can start to use the stakes. The metal can be 

moved quite a lot at these early stages and the process of bringing up the sides can be relatively 

quick at this point. This image is how it looks after the blocking and first course of raising has been 

applied. 

 

 

Blocking and first raising. 



 

3rd raising 

 

 

6th raising. 

 



 

9th raising. 

 

I then continue to raise the sides using a basic raising stake. We can see the sides coming up quite 

rapidly through to the 6th raising where it starts to slow down but this is a natural part of the process 

I have noticed and should be understood and allowed for so as not to get frustrated and force the 

process trying to move the metal too much as this will create problems as mentioned before. By the 

9th raising which has been a symmetrical affair up to this point I am in the position of looking to 

readjust my centre point as I need to make sure I have enough metal to achieve the correct height 

both on the front and back rim of the piece. This is done by measuring the model from point of 

contact where it sits on a given surface to firstly the front lip of the spout and then again from the 

same point to the back lip. This is then converted to a ratio of the 2 lengths which then I apply to 

working out where I need to shift the centre point on my actual piece. This gives me a basic guide, 

but this judgement is more made from experience and looking at the form as a whole envisaging and 

factoring in where the metal will be taken in more and how this will also in turn affect the height of 

the eventual rim. With this piece the centre point needed to only be moved by 7mm or so but is a 

vital consideration at this point when attempting asymmetric forms.  

As you can see I have left a flared lip on the 9th raising as this will give me better access with the 

horse stake to start turning over the back portion. I am also now forming the base to its close to final 

shape. I introduce the use of pitch for the first time to give me a solid backing to do the finer 

forming. I use essentially bitumen such as is used to asphalt roads as this gives me support yet a 

good degree of movement. Please note that this is different to resin pitches used for chasing and has 

more give. If I need a harder composition of pitch I can add plaster of paris. You can see in the next 

image the model is used as a physical tool and reference allowing me to see where the metal needs 

to be taken in and adjusted. This is very important to get right now as any mistakes will not be able 

to be corrected once the lines are committed to, particularly the sweeping side lines where the 



metal comes over at a sharp angle. A larger radius should be left with a bit of breathing space that 

will be resolved towards the end of the finishing of the piece as any sharp angles at this point are 

bound to be knocked and damaged. Planishing of the base must be completed at this point also, as 

once the I start to bring the metal past the vertical I will not be able to access these areas with any 

tools. Planishing being the smoothing out (not the forming) of the metal using consistent strikes with 

a specific flat faced hammer over a close-fitting stake resulting in the smoothing out of previous 

marks left by the raising process and resulting in a more even (and work hardened) surface. One 

golden rule is to address and resolve everything fully at each stage before moving on, as thinking you 

can come back to it later is both inefficient and often not possible.  

 

 

 

The model shows me it is close to where it needs to be. 

 

 

Up to this point I have formed the base using a selection of card templates taken from my model  

and working firstly “on air” (ie. without any supporting medium to knock the metal down almost to 

shape) and then over metal stakes so I can form and also planish the inside. Then everything can be 

smoothed over on the pitch. As you can see in the following images I have maintained my reference 

lines added when the disc was flat and also added more to give me more precision in the 

subsequent processes. This has the added benefit when forming the base of splitting it up into 

sections which I can directly compare to the model which has the same lines drawn up on it making 

it much more manageable to the eye to see subtle differences in form. You can see much more 

easily on the right-hand image any discrepancies. Without these reference lines you would find 

yourself in a world of confusion where the brain/eye cannot discern the true nature of the form.  

 



 

 

 

 

The inside of the base after planishing. 

 



From this point forward I am focussing on bringing the sides and back portion in/over taking extreme 

care as to managing the metal properly as mentioned before. I continue to take over the metal using 

the horse stake from the rear most point of the base and also start to “back raise” where I am taking 

the metal in from the rim down which allows me to lay down the metal in critical areas with a hand-

made tool with the correct profile so that I am not stressing the metal too much. This tool also has 

the added benefit of not having a handle which allows the right access/angle of attack without the 

handle striking the edges of the emerging angular sides causing dents. 

 

 

Hand tool with customised profile. 

 

I continue this process and you can see from the following images the piece coming in from different 

angles over the proceeding courses of raising. 

 

 

 

11th raising.                                                                           12th raising. 



 

15th raising.                                                                             17th raising. 

 

 

 

19th raising.                                                                             21st raising.            

                                                                                                                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24th raising.                                                                         25th raising. 



 

29th raising.                                                                              30th raising.         

 

                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

32nd raising.                                                                          33rd raising. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        34th raising.                                                                        37th raising 

 

 

 

39th raising.                                                                                39th raising (side view). 

 

At about the 34th raising most of the actual “raising” has been completed and we move more into 

the “forming” phase and by the 39th stage the rough shape has been achieved and I have brought 

the metal up to height and the form on the back and side portions close to the desired result. I was 

now able to trim the top back portion to start the final forming of the upper neck area. My earlier 

calculations were spot on as the height came exactly up to the desired level with very little wastage 



of metal. The final aspects of bringing the form over are done with a combination of hammering on 

air and fine tuning the form on pitch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                   The piece with pitch inside. 

 

 

As you can perhaps get an idea of in the following video, the process of introducing and removing 

pitch from the piece is a highly unpleasant one involving exposure to highly acrid toxic fumes. This is 

why in the video I have taken the piece outside to try and burn off the last of the remaining pitch left 

in the bottom of the piece. If done in the workshop it creates endless amounts of fumes that hang in 

the air for a very long time. I also included this video as people only see the clean, beautified finished 

object without realising what yourself as a maker and the object itself has to go through to get it 

there! Through experience I have managed to limit the amount of times I need to do this. With the 

No.1 in the series I lost count as to how many times I needed to introduce pitch but it must have 

approached about the 30 mark; with this piece I managed to approximately halve that. 

 

https://youtu.be/MQ23tVVWxwA  

 

At this point before I talk about the final forming process I want to include a short section discussing 

my… 

https://youtu.be/MQ23tVVWxwA


DECISION MAKING PROCESS AT KEY STAGES OF FORMING TO ACHIEVE THE BEST POSSIBLE 

REALISATION OF THE FORM  

As stated before the model is used as a practical tool in the early to mid stages of forming as an 

actual real life reference especially when forming the base. I used it to essentially replicate the form 

of the model in the finished piece to the nearest millimetre other than raising the rear tip about 

2mm to accentuate the sweep of the lines a touch more. Obviously though, working so closely with 

the piece over months and watching it grow I have become intimately familiar with the form and 

had identified some areas where I can make the lines flow in a more cohesive manner. It is at this 

stage where any subtle amendments to achieve the best piece possible should be carefully 

considered and planned for. When making organic forms such as this some slight tweaks are both a 

normal and beneficial part of the process and are very small adjustments that will enhance the 

original design and are not a diversion from it.   

The area I wanted to adjust slightly in order to achieve the optimum cohesion of the various lines of 

the form was to the rear of the neck area where I have left the upper rear portion a little more flared 

out so I can achieve a more pronounced curved sweep leading into the main body resulting in a 

much better overall feel to the entire form. This final forming process where all the lines come 

together is taken in small increments and is an exciting part of the process. I think of it as the piece 

revealing itself to me exactly what it wants to be, just being mindful to be sensitive and take care to 

consider all aspects of the design as I work towards the final form. This leads me to describe some of 

the practical ways I achieve as perfect symmetry as I possibly can. As mentioned, this process is at 

times excruciatingly difficult and frustrating and requires a huge amount of patience and 

perseverance. The closer you get to achieving symmetry the harder it is to judge correctly, as I 

mentioned before the slightest alteration in one plain can have a large affect of the feel of the form 

in a different angle. I do not know if this the same for others but I find I have a short golden “window 

of clarity” where I can see more clearly what needs to be done, but once I have worked on the piece 

for a couple of hours it can become very confusing; so it is very important not to rush this aspect as 

one can quickly go down a rabbit hole and make mistakes as to where the form needs to be taken in. 

This will then be very difficult to rectify so it is much better to step back and give yourself time to 

regroup and come back with fresh eyes. There are always other aspects that can be worked on in the 

meantime so time need not be wasted as such but if you have ever seen the ‘Father Ted’ episode 

where they try to remove a dent from a car this is what I am referring to! 

  

To match the curves on both sides some kind of practical apparatus needs to be used as there are far 

too many variables and too much information to discern using the eye alone. Perhaps this is an area 

of growth for my practise and with continuing experience this will I am sure become more intuitive 

and easier. One method I use is to utilise a “cross line laser” which projects a true vertical line in 

conjunction with a profiling gauge (pictured).  

 

 

 

 

 



For this to be of any effective help the measurement must be taken in exactly the same relative 

position and angle on both sides in the x, y and z planes which involves a lot of cross checking and 

very complex measuring methods (too lengthy to describe here) to make sure I am comparing the 

correct corresponding profile on the mirrored side. If I am even slightly out where I am 

comparatively comparing the two sides the readings will be false and detrimental to what I am trying 

to achieve. Another final check method is pictured here where I am checking the symmetry/heights 

of the leading edge of the frontal neck area.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I was very happy with how the final form all came together, the lines converging and flowing with 

the fluid feeling I wanted to achieve and express with the piece. Here is a video of the piece where 

you can see all the aspects/curves of the piece have come together. 

 

https://youtu.be/HvjLRehv968  

 

 

FINISHING STAGES 

Once the true form has been realised the finishing begins! To make this as easy as possible if you 

remember I stated how I planished the base at a much earlier stage, to the same end the inside of 

https://youtu.be/HvjLRehv968


the neck area is planished as I move up the worked piece. There is inevitably though a huge amount 

of difficult work needed to smooth out all areas outside and especially on the inside where because 

of the tight enclosed nature of the form it makes it very difficult to gain access and achieve this. 

Again, dogged perseverance is called for and after many days of filing and papering the surface is 

brought back to a smooth fire stain free finish. My pieces are a pure celebration of form and have no 

surface decoration as such so the finish must be perfect, even the slightest unevenness of tenths of 

millimetres will affect the look/feel of the piece but once this is completed the form really starts to 

sing! Please note in the previous video much of this work (but not all) had already been done and it 

just remained for me to clean up and accentuate the sharper angular lines and the rim/spout area. 

 

I wanted to give the piece a soft satin finish so gave the piece 

a preliminary polish (pictured) which gives me a bright 

flawless surface to then lightly take back with special buffing 

pads in a circular motion which creates a lovely cobweb 

effect on the surface which is both beautiful and practical. 

Once the inside has finally been smoothed I give it a grit blast 

with a fine grit which creates a nice contrast to the outer 

finish. The inside is then ready to be gold plated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GALLERY AND FINAL WORDS 

I would just like to conclude the report with some words of thanks for the wealth of support I 

received from the Goldsmiths’ Company. The piece was made at a difficult time and circumstances 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic and resulting lockdowns. I consider myself very fortunate that I was 

able to work and have a creative focus during this time. I very much appreciate the understanding 

and support the Company showed me during key stages of the process around this. 

In particular, I would like to thank Dora Thornton and Greg Parsons for their help during the 

commissioning process and Frances Parton who became my liaison with the Company during the 

making stages. I would also like to thank Angela Cork and Clive Burr for their invaluable practical 

advice particularly at the finishing stages. My thanks also to Howard Fenn for his generous help with 

technical information in the compiling of this report. 

Here are some images taken by the Company of the finished piece. Photographs taken by Clarissa 

Bruce. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


